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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to determine how online cab service companies holds a strong foothold in the market of 

various cities. This study is crucial to understand how a company’s spread of cabs over a city affects the number of users that use 

the cab service for their commute and also the estimated time of arrival of the cab driver to pick up the user. The estimated arrival 

time is an extremely important factor that affects the user’s decision as well as the cab service company’s revenue and market 

dominance. The queuing theory is of atmost importance to this paper as it helps formulate the technique to solve the undertaken 

problem. Assignment is done on the basis of the shortest waiting time possible for a user with a few limitations of lack of cost 

estimate for the trip, exact travel route and a user’s possible loyalty for a certain cab service company. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     ‘Take a cab, don’t buy a car’ is urban India’s newest trend, still nascent but likely to get stronger, as both experts and auto 

companies think. In today’s era service industry is booming. Taxi services, online shopping and more are widely appreciated. Be 

it taxi, food or clothing, everything is one click away. Taxi services in India has specifically advanced a lot over the past 5 years 

because of Advancement of technology, rise in disposable income and focus on development of commutation by government. 

Today the market dominators Ola and Uber provide an average of six lakh rides a day between them and are growing 20% to 25% 

month on month. 

People are using more of public transport and shared cabs then private cars because of rising price of fuel, traffic, low fares and 

ease of booking. The combination of core service and supporting service becomes an important factor in service industry because 

it connects the customer and the driver. So in the taxi sector, ride sourcing services becomes the core service whereas the app 

becomes the supporting service. Taxi industry is a really profitable one because they do not have a CAPEX costs. The only cost 

that they incur is for providing the technology or the advertisement expenditure due to competition. The only problem that the 

industry is facing is the matching of demand and supply of customers and drivers with maximum efficiency. 

Such ride sourcing services work on a certain algorithm with minimum human intervention. It takes into consideration all the 

constraints such as traffic in certain areas, availability of drivers, the requested type of cab that the user opted for and more. The 

end result of this is a cab for the user with the estimated.As per a report in the financial express, Taxi hailing services like Uber 

and Ola have not only disrupted the Indian market but have also brought about a social revolution in terms of making cab drivers 

hard workers in order to make money and enjoy various incentives. 

 

II. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 

 

       India taxi advertise remained at around $ 6.4 billion of every 2016, and is conjecture to develop at a CAGR of 13.7% amid 

2017 – 2022, to reach $ 14.3 billion. Flooding interest for taxi benefits in India can be credited to changing ways of life of 

explorers and expanding discretionary cashflow of buyers, particularly in Tier-I and Tier-II urban areas. The market is seeing 

expanding footing as taxicabs offer problem free travel involvement to clients notwithstanding different other unmistakable and 

elusive contributions, for example, booking comfort through versatile applications, cooling, taught and talented drivers, numerous 

installment choices, 24×7 client bolster, electronic toll meters, GPS empowered vehicles, and so forth. 
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The taxi services in India is growing due to a high growth in the BPO industry which is due to non-conventional working hours. 

The taxi industry was not so organised until the apps and awareness came into existence. There were local cabs, prepaid taxis and 

other cabs which were too expensive and less organised .Main challenge that online cab service is facing is to ensure easy 

accessibility of taxi services and right matching of demand and supply. There were only two companies with the highest market 

share i.e Ola and Uber but with increasing technology, the competition has increased too. Use of GPS and GPRS has made the 

detection of location of drivers and customers easier leading to high growth in the use of apps and also higher profit. 

 

Unique features such as Olashare, Olaplay and having your own TV screen with sedans has also increased the sales. Not to forget 

that there has been a huge growth in roadways and also lack of proper railways has played an important role. Online cabs are way 

more efficient than the normal cabs and also have the option of pre booking. Customers compare different cabs services and select 

the one with lower cost. The industry is a very promising one as technology is growing to grow further also dependency on 

personal cars is going to decrease. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

       Over the last years, technological advancements and change in economic models have led to new business models. This paper 

talks about core and supporting services for online taxi services. IT companies and start-ups have reduced costs by utilizing 

applications offering simple and cheap services. Ola and Uber models have smartly used technology to make money. Theories of 

economies of scale, economies of scope, Information Asymmetry, Market for Lemons Framework are relevant for taxi aggregator 

supply chains.  Also apps have led to safety of the customers as well as the drivers.(Easaw, 2015) 

 

This paper talks about matching market or two sided market. Existing efforts for taxi and delivery markets mostly focus on the 

models from the Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP). The transportation problem is solved by first taking a generalised model for 

Internet taxi and delivery markets then by proposing an approximation algorithm to solve the problem in an offline setting and 

lastly by making two heuristic algorithms that can be used for both offline and online settings.From the results, we know that the 

market should be dense enough to ensure a high service rate and at the same time, congestion levels should be well-handled. 

Uber’s surge pricing mechanism and the policy of Google’s Waze Rider (i.e. limiting drivers and riders to two rides a day) are the 

most common ways to handle congestion. (Yongzheng Jia, 2016) 

 

The rise of on-request ride-hailing frameworks in the course of recent years has extraordinarily rearranged the way toward asking 

for transportation administrations. Despite the fact that the on-request stage has potential points of interest in guiding drivers to 

travelers in an opportune way, the stage additionally has its own challenges: A driver who resolves to serve a traveler may pass up 

on the opportunity to serve another approaching traveler who is a shorter separation away. In this paper, we look at the normal 

pausing time of on-request hailing and customary road hailing frameworks utilizing an adapted model and M/M/k queueing 

approximations. The paper weighs the pros and cons of both these systems and concludes that such a research will give rise to 

future discussions and analysis of both these systems to decide the best possible option for both the driver and the rider. (Guiyun 

Feng, 2017) 

 

 

IV. SIGNIFICANCE 

       This paper is an attempt to create a wide understanding about the basis on which cab service companies operate in various 

given situation, like different number of cabs, users, availability at a certain place at a specific period of time. This study creates a 

technique which any expert or online cab service company can use to analyze or determine the major market penetrator in various 
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cities or areas. This study of minimum waiting time is important for an existing competitor in the market as well as a potential 

competitor. An existing competitor can alter their business plan where as a new competitor can design a business model keeping 

in mind this study technique. 

 

V. OBJECTIVES 

 To understand the application of queuing theory in the working of online cab services. 

 To determine an accurate model to calculate the expected waiting time of different cab service companies in various 

situation. 

 To establish a technique to determine the market dominator under various conditions and various cities. 

 

VI. ANALYSIS 

        The queuing theory, also called the waiting line theory, owes its development to A K Erlang’s efforts to analyse telephone 

traffic congestion with a view to satisfying the randomly arising demand for the services of the Copenhagen automatic telephone 

system, in the year 1909. The theory is applicable to situations where the “customers” arrive at some “service station” for some 

service; wait (occasionally not) ; and then leave the system after getting the service. In such “arrival and departure” problem, the 

customers might be people waiting to deposit their electricity bills at a cash counter, airports waiting to land at airports and so on. 

The service situations in such problems are cash counters in the electricity office, runways at the airport. 

 

 

 

Assignment problem alludes to the investigation on the most proficient method to relegate articles to objects in the most ideal way 

(ideal way) .The two parts of assignment problem are the assignments and the objective function. The task implies hidden 

combinatorial structure, while the target work mirrors the wants to be enhanced however much as could be expected. 

The point of investigating assignment problem is to find a assignment among at least two arrangements of components, which 

could limit the aggregate expense of every coordinated combine. 

 

We have taken 5 cities (V,W,X,Y,Z) & 5 online cab service companies in each city for the analysis. We have chosen a particular 

route in each city. The main objective of the research is deciding which cab service is most efficient in a particular city based on 

no. of cars in the city, Average service time which is same for all the companies in a particular city, No. of passengers. Our 

Analysis is based on following Assumptions: 
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 5 hypothetical cities & certain characteristics of each city.[As per mentioned in table in calculation  part] 

 Number of passengers is assumed in each city. 

 Percentage of cars in a particular area that determines the value for K 

 Percentage of cars in an area is same for all companies 

 Market share of the companies are same as the number of cabs in the city compared to total number cabs 

 There are only 5 companies in the city 

 No of passengers in a particular area(Arrival rate) is assumed to be same percentage of cars in that area 

 The service time depends upon the average time taken for one trip 

 Once a cab leaves the place with the customer , another cab from any other area takes its spot 

 Hence the Value of K depended upon the average trip time .Eg if average trip time is half an hour and number of cars in 

the area is 5 then total service rate will be 10(2*5)as the cab  can do two trips in one hour. 

 Rounded off service time 

 

Calculation 

Table 1 : CITY V 

Cab Service 

No of 

cars K K*u 

Market 

share Number of passengers in a day 

A 1000 5 5 14% 21126.76056 

B 1500 8 8 21% 31690.14085 

C 1750 9 9 25% 36971.83099 

D 1450 7 7 20% 30633.80282 

E 1400 7 7 20% 29577.46479 

 

7100 

    

Per hr 

Arrival 

Rate (y) p Po1 Lq Wq 

880.2816901 4 0.880282 0.006292707 5.320043 435.1369 

1320.422535 7 0.880282 0.000355644 6.088453 331.9912 

1540.492958 8 0.880282 7.53624E-05 6.575739 307.3388 

1276.408451 6 0.880282 0.000733464 6.126411 345.5803 

1232.394366 6 0.880282 0.001200019 4.932829 288.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 : CITY W 

Cab Service 

No. Of 

cars K K*u 

market 

share No. of passengers in a day 

A 2000 8 8 22% 43478.26087 

Table 1.1 

 % Present in an area 0.50% 

 Service time 1 Hr 

Total Customers 150000 person 

service rate (u) 1 person 
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B 2200 9 9 24% 47826.08696 

C 2500 10 10 27% 54347.82609 

D 1500 6 6 16% 32608.69565 

E 1000 4 4 11% 21739.13043 

 

9200 

    

per hour 

Arrival 

Rate (y) P Po1 Lq Wq 

1811.594203 7 0.905797 0.000387293 7.453988 370.3141 

1992.753623 8 0.905797 4.1834E-05 9.083039 410.2231 

2264.492754 9 0.905797 6.79186E-05 7.102928 282.2988 

1358.695652 5 0.905797 0.002154094 7.869145 521.2522 

905.7971014 4 0.905797 0.011440298 8.38479 833.1127 

 

Table 2.1 

 % Present in an area 0.40% 

 Service time 1 Hr 

Total Customers 200000 person 

service rate (u) 1 person 

 

TABLE 3: CITY X 

Cab Service No. Of Cars K K*u 

Market 

share No.of passengers in a day 

A 2200 9 18 23% 70212.76596 

B 2300 9 18 24% 73404.25532 

C 1800 7 14 19% 57446.80851 

D 1650 7 13 18% 52659.57447 

E 1450 6 12 15% 46276.59574 

 

9400 

    

per hour 

Arrival Rate 

(y) P Po1 Lq Wq 

2925.531915 11.70212766 0.664894 0.001463186 1.21292 37.31384 

3058.510638 12.23404255 0.664894 0.00212008 0.595859 17.53381 

2393.617021 9.574468085 0.664894 0.007997841 0.740523 27.84366 

2194.148936 8.776595745 0.664894 0.007692356 1.097155 45.00329 

1928.191489 7.712765957 0.664894 0.010694202 1.324948 61.84309 

 

Table 3.1 

 % Present in an area 0.40% 

 Service time 0.5 Hr 

Total Customers 300000 person 

service rate (u) 2 person 
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Table 4: CITY Y 

Cab Service No. Of Cars K K*u 

Market 

share No.of passengers in a day 

A 2500 15 30 29% 87209.30233 

B 1500 9 18 17% 52325.5814 

C 1700 10.2 20 20% 59302.32558 

D 1900 11.4 23 22% 66279.06977 

E 1000 6 12 12% 34883.72093 

 

8600 

    

per hour 

Arrival Rate 

(y) P Po1 Lq Wq 

3633.72093 21.80232558 0.726744 1.75693E-05 0.477078 7.877516 

2180.232558 13.08139535 0.726744 0.001305556 0.76717 21.11253 

2470.930233 14.8255814 0.726744 0.000486116 0.975064 23.67684 

2761.627907 16.56976744 0.726744 0.000172 1.233331 26.79573 

1453.488372 8.720930233 0.726744 0.009864857 0.916638 37.83882 

 

 

Table 4.1 

 % Present in an area 0.60% 

 Service time 0.5 Hr 

Total Customers 300000 person 

service rate (u) 2 person 

 

Table 5 : CITY Z 

Cab Service No. Of Cars K K*u 

Market 

share No.of passengers in a day 

A 700 4 14 21% 41176.47059 

B 600 3 12 18% 35294.11765 

C 850 4 17 25% 50000 

D 750 4 15 22% 44117.64706 

E 500 3 10 15% 29411.76471 

 

3400 

    

per hour 

Arrival Rate 

(y) P Po1 Lq Wq 

1715.686275 8.578431373 0.612745 0.074250526 0.730385 30.65113 

1470.588235 7.352941176 0.612745 0.161260788 0.682129 33.39706 

2083.333333 10.41666667 0.612745 0.065683218 0.653313 22.57851 

1838.235294 9.191176471 0.612745 0.059864367 0.923038 36.15357 

1225.490196 6.12745098 0.612745 0.154916492 0.919186 54.004 
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Table 5.1 

 % Present in an area 0.50% 

 Service time 0.25 Hr 

Total Customers 200000 person 

service rate (u) 4 person 

 

 

 Value of K is the no of cars available in a particular area which is calculated by multiplying no of cars in a city by 

assumed percentage of cars in the taken area. 

For example in Table1, Cab Service A 

K=Total No. of cars in a city*Percentage of cars present in the area 

K= 2000*0.4% 

K=8 

 Service Time is the time required by cab (server) to complete one ride(job). 

As per the assumption, Service Time is the same for all the cab services in a city because all the companies will experience same 

amount of traffic and will cover same distance at a particular time. 

Service rate (u) is the number of trips completed by one driver in an hour. 

Service rate depends on Service time. 

Mean combined service rate of all servers is calculated by multiplying no. of cars (K) by Service rate(u). 

For Example Table1, Cab Service A 

Mean combined service rate of all servers = u*k 

Mean combined service rate of all servers =1*5 

 Mean combined service rate of all servers=5 

 Market share of the companies are same as the number of cabs in the city compared to total number cabs 

 For Example Table1, Cab Service A 

Total no of cars of company A= 1000 

Total no of cars in the city= 7100 

Market share of A= 14% 

 The no of passengers of a company depend on market share of a company ( as per assumptions) 

Therefore no of passengers of company A in one day = 14% of total customers in a city that is 21127. 

No of passengers in one hour = total no. of passengers of company/24 

Therefore, No of passengers in one hour for company A = 21127/24 that is 880. 

 Arrival Rate (y) is the no. of passengers in a particular area in an hour. 

Arrival Rate(y) = No of passengers in one hour* certain percentage of passengers present in a particular area. 

For Example Table1, Cab Service A 

Arrival Rate(y) =21127*0.5% 

Arrival Rate(y) = 4 

 p= utilisation factor of the entire system 

p =Arrival rate/Ku 

For Example Table1, Cab Service A 

p= 4/5 that is 0.880282 
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Po = probability of the idle system 

Po= [∑𝑘−1
𝑖=0  {(y/u)^i}/i! + {(y/u)^k}/k!*(1-p)]^-1                                (1) 

For Example Table1, Cab Service A 

Po=0.006292707 

 Lq= Expected no of customers in the waiting line 

Lq=  [{(y/u)^k *p}/k!*(1-p)^2]*(Po)                                                    (2) 

For Example Table1, Cab Service A 

Lq=5.320043 

 Expected Waiting time in a queue 

Wq= (Lq/y)*360                                                                                     (3) 

For Example Table1, Cab Service A 

Wq= 435 seconds 

The same process was done to calculate expected waiting time in a queue for all the companies in the 5 cities. 

After calculating the values of Wq, we formulated an assignment problem to assign the company to the most suitable city. 

 

STEPS FOR SOLVING ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 

 

STEP 1- Balancing the problem 

It is extremely important to have equal number of rows and columns to solve an assignment problem. TABLE 6 represents a 

standardized table i.e a balanced table. The table comprises of the estimated time of arrival in seconds for various online cab 

service company in five different cities. 

 

Table 6 : Standardized table 

 

V W X Y Z 

A 435.1369 370.3141 37.31384 7.877516 30.65113 

B 331.9912 410.2231 17.53381 21.11253 33.39706 

C 307.3388 282.2988 27.84366 23.67684 22.57851 

D 345.5803 521.2522 45.00329 26.79573 36.15357 

E 288.19 833.1127 61.84309 37.83882 54.004 

 

STEP 2- Row Minimum 

The next step is to obtain zeros in every row and column of the given matrix. In order to achieve this the least value of each row is 

subtracted from each element of that row. TABLE 7 is a representation of that. 

 

Table 7: Row Minimum 

 

v W X Y Z 

A 427.2594 362.4366 29.43632 0 22.77362 

B 314.4574 392.6893 0 3.578715 15.86325 

C 284.7602 259.7203 5.265158 1.098337 0 

D 318.7846 494.4565 18.20756 0 9.357844 

E 250.3512 795.2739 24.00427 0 16.16518 
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STEP 3- Column Minimum and Allocation 

The next step is to subtract the least value of each column from that column. After this, various allocations are made to get a 

solution that is best suitable for the problem. 

 

Table 8 : Column Minimum 

 

 

v W X Y Z 

 A 176.9083 102.7163 29.43632 0 22.77362 ← 

B 64.1062 132.969 0 3.578715 15.86325 

 C 34.40908 0 5.265158 1.098337 0 

 D 68.43341 234.7362 18.20756 0 9.357844 ← 

E 0 535.5536 24.00427 0 16.16518 

 

    

↑ 

  Since every cab service have not been assigned to the cities the solution is not optimal and thus we choose the lowest value from 

the table to solve the problem further. Let the least number be denoted as β. 

STEP 4- Obtaining the new improved table 

β=9.357844 

 

Table 9A 

 

v W X Y Z 

A 176.9083 102.7163 29.43632 0 22.77362 

B 64.1062 132.969 0 3.578715 15.86325 

C 34.40908 0 5.265158 1.098337 0 

D 68.43341 234.7362 18.20756 0 9.357844 

E 0 535.5536 24.00427 0 16.16518 

            

Table 9B 

 

v W X Y Z 

A 167.5504 93.3585 20.07848 0 13.41577 

B 64.1062 132.969 0 12.93656 15.86325 

C 34.40908 0 5.265158 10.45618 0 

D 59.07556 225.3784 8.849721 0 0 

E 0 535.5536 24.00427 9.357844 16.16518 

 

Table 9A represents the crossed rows and columns that will help to understand from which values will β be subtracted or added 

from. 

Table 9B is the improved table with β added and subtracted from the respective values. 

 

STEP 5 – Optimal Solution is obtained 

A solution that has assigned each row to a column while minimizing the cost or time is optimal. 

Table 10: Optimal solution 

 

V W X Y Z 
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A 167.5504 93.3585 20.07848 0 13.41577 

B 64.1062 132.969 0 12.93656 15.86325 

C 34.40908 0 5.265158 10.45618 0 

D 59.07556 225.3784 8.849721 0 0 

E 0 535.5536 24.00427 9.357844 16.16518 

 

Table 10 represents the most optimal and unique solution for the problem. 

 

Table 11: Assignment 

CITY COMPANY TIME 

 V E 288.19 SECONDS 

W C 282.2988 SECONDS 

X B 17.53381 SECONDS 

Y A 7.877516 SECONDS 

Z D 36.15357 SECONDS 

  

632.0536 SECONDS 

 

These are the final assignment values. 

 

City V 

Company E has been assigned to city V as company E is the most efficient in city V. The no. of cars of company E is 1400 which 

is not highest of all the companies but it has least waiting time thus we can conclude that the  drivers of the company are aware of 

the demand of the cars in a particular area for the particular period of time. This leads to the balance in (demand) no of passengers 

at the destination and (supply) no of available cars. 

City W 

Company C has been assigned to city W. The no. of cars of company C in city W is 2500 which is highest of all the companies in 

city W, which shows that the company C is the most efficient in the city. The no. of cars in the city is 9200 which is one of the 

highest, but no. of passengers is also huge which leads to higher waiting time period in a queue. The service rate in city W is 1, 

(according to the assumptions) which shows that the average distance travelled by a passenger for one trip and the traffic intensity 

is higher than other cities. 

City X 

Company B has been assigned to city X. company B has highest market share (24%). It is the most efficient company in city X 

with 2300 cars. The no. of passengers in city X is 300000, which is the highest of all the cities. It shows that major part of the 

population of the city X is using online cab services. 

City Y 

Company A has been assigned to city Y. Company A’s market share is 29% in the city.  Company A has the highest no of cars in 

the city at the same time it is the highest operational fleet of company A compared to any other city of operations. Company A 

has waiting time of 7 seconds which is the lowest of all 5 companies and 5 cities. 

City Z 

Company D has been assigned to city Z. Company D has 22% of market share. Company D’s waiting time is 36 seconds which is 

not the lowest among others. Since the other 4 companies (A, B, C, and E) have been assigned to cities Y, X, W, V respectively, 

the only option for city Z is company D. 

It shows that company D is not efficient in any city. 
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We can solve the same problem using solver  
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VII. CONCLUSION 

 

From above research we conclude that queuing theory helps to find out waiting time in a queue for taking a cab through online 

applications. A company with least waiting time is preferred by the customers in any city. Therefore minimizing waiting time is 

the company’s ultimate goal. 

 

VIII. LIMITATIONS 

This paper deals with theory and is not supported by evidences. Future research should be taken to understand the performance of 

service supply. Also a testing should be done to support the conceptual data. Also there are a lot assumptions and following them 

the solutions might change. 
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